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Wave Interference
If two waves are traveling by each other on the same rope, the heights of the two
waves will add up as they pass. This is called wave interference. So, for example,
two pulses on the same side of a rope, passing each other, will momentarily stack up into one twice as tall;
this is called constructive interference. Two pulses on opposite sides of the rope, when they add up, would
cancel each other out for a moment; this is called destructive interference.

If two continuous waves like those you see in the ocean are lined up with each other, interference makes all
the peaks doubly high and all the troughs doubly deep. We say that these waves are in phase with each
other, exactly lined up so that they add to be doubly high. If the two waves are out of step with each other,
one having a trough where the other has a peak, they completely cancel out; we say that these waves are out
of phase.

The word "interference" can be confusing
because it makes you think that when waves
collide, they will stop or hinder each other. In
reality, as you know from watching the ripples
that raindrops make in a puddle, waves can go
right through each other without slowing down.
The only thing that stops a wave is if it reaches
the end of the medium it is traveling in, and in
that case, it reflects back. A wave will also be
reflected off of anything stuck in the middle of
the medium, but only if that thing is bigger
than the wavelength; you've seen ocean waves
pass the wooden pilings under a dock without
being affected at all.

. 1 In the drawing above, the lines are the
peaks of waves, and the spaces in
between are the troughs.

a) Circle a point where interference will make the wave doubly high

b) Put an X at a point where it will make a trough doubly deep.

c) Behind the circular obstacles on the top left, the waves are traveling in the same direction but out of
phase with each other. What will this mean about the height of the waves there?

d) The waves bouncing off the wall will be alternately in phase, then out of phase, with the waves
coming in toward the wall, as the two move past each other. What will this look like?



"Est in secessu longo locus: insula portum
efficit obiectu laterum, quibus omnis ab alto
frangitur inque sinus scindit sese unda reductos."

-Vergil, Aeneid 1.159-161

. 2 In Vergil's Aeneid, a harbor is described: "There is in this
place a long inlet: an island creates a harbor by the
protection of its sides, by which all waves from the deep are
broken and having been reflected back split themselves into
folds."

In terms of what you know about wave reflection and interference, describe what Vergil had seen that
he was trying to describe here.

. 3 a) Describe what will happen as these two pulses pass each other. Then, tell me what sort of
interference this is.

b) Describe what will happen here, and name the type of interference.

c) Draw approximately what the combined wave will look like just as these two pass each other. What
sort of interference is this?

d) As the two pulses travel around this rope, of which one end is open and the other closed, I see
examples of both constructive and destructive interference. Explain why.

. 4 When I first glanced at this rope, it was completely flat. When I looked back a second later, however,
I saw two pulses, on opposite sides of the rope, traveling in opposite directions. Why did I not see
these pulses before?


